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with the right skills and a bit of time and patience, i can learn to crash, and that's it. i'm going to learn & learn. if you are beginning in simulation flying, and find yourself maxing out your credit card, i suggest that you download aerofly fs 2 and start with the easy stuff. once you've found a good pocket money activity & mastered the most difficult part of the sim, you can start renting the new sim and invest in the increased feature set. how do i connect, for example, the
data such as, the stroke, throttle & rpm pedals? what settings do i need for my simulated engine? what are the limits & what are my flight envelope? my mental modeling skill goes through the roof. the new simulator is not easy to grasp, because there is a steep learning curve. this is the most difficult part. especially those who love flying, this is definitely the game to play. the aerofly 2 flight simulator offers a lot of content. you can fly both under the weather & in the clear

sky. if you are equipped with the flight dynamics settings, you can even fly without instrumentation. in-air targets, crosswinds, gusts & turbulence are very useful. whoops, i dented that right wing, time to save the aircraft. the message "can not report flight over an airfield" is in several languages. cool - but it's not appropriate for an open cockpit. one of the most important settings of the new simulator is the simulator type. here, you can choose between flight stabilizer,
gyro-tracker, or stick-flight. if you are not using a simulator, i strongly recommend you to increase this. the sim is very good, with a smooth frame rate, the controls are easy to use. also, the radar system is very robust. this system detects numerous obstacles and also other aircraft, based on its technology. one of the most important features, however, is the cockpit view. it was easy to adjust the view - all with one finger, and the frame rate was nice. if you are flying for

fun, it is possible to lower the cockpit view to all four of the frame. if you are a pilot, you will very fast be immersed in the cockpit of the airplane.
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dont worry, it's an easy ride. your best buddy along for the journey, aerofly fs is all about making it a breeze to learn how
to fly a plane. anyone of the faa age and above is allowed to fly a plane, and aerofly fs will make sure that you get the

most of that experience. so, to begin, you will have to buy it. aerofly fs has the most intuitive interface that will be hard to
learn for those who have never flown an airplane. when you are ready to begin your flight, choose between automatic,
manual, or simulator mode. this is a great way to be able to fly a plane on the ground, through the air, or even to learn

new skills. once you get the hang of aerofly, you can go for higher levels for sure, and as your skills get better, aerofly will
add more planes and airports that you will enjoy flying on and off. there are many different types of flying such as

parachuting, gliding, racing, taking off from the ground, air racing, transport, and more. the aircrafts you can use include
planes, helicopters, helicopters, wing walkers, drones, gliders, toys, and more. by checking each aircrafts performance, and
timing, you'll know exactly where your plane is in the air. features that you'll love - realistic flight physics - amazing aircraft

graphics - so many breathtaking environments - a realistic air and space - a highly detailed aircraft - 4d simulation - real
experiences - fully customizable - as many aircrafts, as many airplanes, as many helicopters, as many toys as you want -

free flight simulator - hi-fi simulation - realistic weather effects - realistic day and night cycle - non-stop gameplay -
awesome level game design 5ec8ef588b
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